






WHAT IS A BRAND?



A brand is not:

• a logo
• a product
• a service
• packaging or marketing



A brand is:

A person’s gut feeling about a 
product, service or organisation. 

It is the story they tell others.



What your audience sees

What they don’t see,
but where they create
that gut instinct about
your brand.



“Your brand is what people 
say about you when you are 

not in the room”

Jeff Bezos - Amazon



The Core
(BRAND SUBSTANCE)



• Purpose: Why do we exist? 

• Vision: What future do we want?

• Mission: How do we create that future?

• Values: What do we believe and stand for? 



BRAND PURPOSE



When your service is of a similar quality and price to a 
competitor, what makes someone use your service and 
not theirs?

In short, why should someone buy from you? What 
makes your brand different from the other widget 
makers and service providers?



Customers want to relate to your brand, and they 
need to buy into what you are doing. It is often an 
emotional response they have with your brand, and 
not a consciously made one. Your brand feels ‘right’.

They get your purpose, your WHY!





• Since 2006, for every pair of shoes purchased from them, TOMS provides a 
new pair of shoes to children in need. The company also provides eyesight 
treatment and prescription glasses with each purchase of their eye-wear.

• Additionally, with each purchase of their coffee products, TOMS provides 
140 litres of water to a person in need with the help of 
their Giving Partners.

TOMS Shoes has provided over 10 million pairs of 
shoes to children since 2006

TOMS Eyewear has restored sight to over 175,000 
since launching in 2011

In 2014, TOMS Roasting Company was founded with 
the mission to provide clean water to developing 
communities. 



BRAND VISION
(THE FUTURE)



















EXERCISE



READ ALL ABOUT IT – FRONT PAGE NEWS

10 years from now your brand has made the headlines 
for achieving greatness.

What does that headline say? 

- Have you changed the way people do something?
- Have you grown to be the biggest?
- Cured a problem?



BRAND MISSION
(THE PRESENT)























Brand Values



• Think of your values like your brand’s DNA.

• They define the personality and the culture 
of a company, its products and its services.

• They are guidelines used to control consistency of 
the brand message, both internally and externally.

• Once established they are referred to in the creation  
of marketing and communication briefs.















VALUES
WORKSHEET





LOGO QUIZ



Name the brands
1. Think different

2. Because you’re worth it

3. Just do it

4. Every Little Helps

5. Happiest place on earth





It isn’t what you say,
it is how you say it.

Tone of Voice



Your tone can help you stand out from competitors, 
communicate efficiently and effectively with your 

audience and share your personality.

Tone of Voice



Tone of Voice



Tone of Voice









You can say things in many different ways to reflect 
different personas. 

Ultimately, it’s about writing in the way that best 
communicates your brand’s persona.

Tone of Voice



Personal, Simple & Fair
“Please return the information requested within 21 days of receiving this 
letter… failure to do so will result in this case being closed and a new 
form will need to be completed.”

“We’d like to get this sorted out for you as quickly as possible. So if you 
can get it back to us within 21 days, that’ll help us speed things along.”

“We like to keep things personal and simple, so please give us a call and 
we’ll sort it out for you.”



Tone of Voice
e.g. A 2-Star hotel can describe itself to attract different 
customer personas by adapting its tone of voice:

• This cheap as chips hotel gives you a night’s shut eye, slap bang in the city.

• Easy on the wallet, this hotel enjoys having the city on its doorstep.

• An economically priced hotel located in the city centre.



Positioning / Differentiation / Archetypes /
Core Message & Story Frameworks /

Brand Name / Taglines & Hooks

That’s the brand basics!

And then you can start to design your logo ;) 

But to make things stronger:



There are many things that can impact a brands 
value, reputation and trust. 

Some of these things we may not see as being 
obvious, but for the customer, what they 
experience when dealing with you matters.

Remember. It can be the little things…



• Did they receive a smile at reception?

• Is your website fast and clear?

• Is there good parking?

• How did you answer the telephone?

Remember. It can be the little things…



“I've learned that people will 
forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people 
will never forget how you made 

them feel.”
Maya Angelou – Poet & Civil Rights Activist



Summary
• Show your values through your actions. Have purpose.

• You don’t control your brand, your customers do.
But you can influence and guide them

• Ensure that everyone receives the same brand 
experience throughout their journey with you.

• Be clear on your tone of voice and stick to it.



“Your brand isn’t what YOU say 
it is. It’s what THEY say it is.”

Marty Neumier– Brand Master / Author



pixelsink.compixelsink.com
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